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Jordanian refereeing trio Ahmad Yacoub and his assistant

referees; Mahmoud Thaher and Abdulrahman Aqel will take

charge of the 2014 Toulon tournament final, becoming the

first Arab refereeing team to ever manage the Toulon

Tournament's final.

The final match will take place on Sunday June 1st, 7:30

pm Amman Local Time in an encounter that will see hosts

France playing against defending champions Brazil. And the

match will be broadcasted live through Bein Sports' +8 

channel.

 

Ahmad Yacoub who was awarded his international badge

on January 1st 2014 was selected from a group of experienced FIFA referees coming from different

countries such as Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Portugal who all participated in the

tournament.

It's an honor for the Jordan Football Association and its Refereeing Department to see 3 Jordanian officials

being appointed to handle the tournament's final. The Jordanian refereeing team's participation in the Toulon

Tournament is part of a refereeing cooperation agreement between UEFA and Jordan Football Association.

French refereeing expert Michel Vautrot also praised the Jordanian referees performances and high level of

professionalism in the 3 matches that they conducted at the Toulon tournament, and wished them more

success and luck in the coming future.
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